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	June/2020 New Braindump2go SY0-501 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new SY0-501

Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 895An organization has decided to implement biometric controls for improved access

management. However, a significant number of authorized users are being denied access to networked resources. Which of the

following is the main biometric factor that requires attention?A.    False acceptanceB.    False rejectionC.    True negativeD.    True

positiveAnswer: CQUESTION 896A security administrator is researching ways to improve the security of a manufacturing

company's systems within the next three to six months.Which of the following would provide the security administer with the most

diverse perspective?A.    Platform-specific security benchmark for the company's specific systemsB.    Manufacturing security

auditing requirementC.    Academic security research on emerging technologiesD.    Security regulations from other industry

verticalsAnswer: AQUESTION 897After discovering a security incident and removing the affected files, an administrator disabled

an unneeded service that led to the breach.A.    ContainmentB.    EradicationC.    RecoveryD.    IdentificationAnswer: BQUESTION

898A company is implementing an authentication system for its wireless network. The system will be for public use and must be

able to track how long a person is connected to the WiFi system for billing purposes. Which of the following would be BEST to

implement in this situation?A.    Captive portalB.    Pre shared keyC.    WPSD.    802.1xAnswer: AQUESTION 899An organization

has the following password policies:- Passwords must be at least 16 characters long.- A password cannot be the same as any

previous 20 passwords.- Three failed login attempts will lock the account for 5 minutes.- Passwords must have one uppercase letter,

one lowercase letter, and one non-alphanumeric symbol.A database server was recently breached. and the incident response team

suspects the passwords were compromised. Users with permission on that database server were forced to change their passwords for

that server. Unauthorized and suspicious logins are now being detected on a completely separate server.Which of the following is

MOST likely the issue and the best solution?A.    Some users are reusing passwords for different systems: the organization should

scan for password reuse across systems.B.    The organization has improperly configured single sign-on; the organization should

implement a RADIUS server to control account logins.C.    User passwords are not sufficiently long or complex: the organization

should increase the complexity and length requirements for passwords.D.    The trust relationship between the two servers has been

compromised: the organization should place each server on a separate VLAN.Answer: DQUESTION 900An attacker is able to

capture the payload for the following packet:- IP 192.168.1.22:2020 10.10.10.5:443- IP 192.168.1.10:1030 10.10.10.1:21- IP

192.168.1.57:5217 10.10.10.1:3389During an investigation. an analyst discovers that the attacker was able to capture the

information above and use it to log on to other servers across the company. Which of the following is the MOST likely reason?A.   

The attacker has exploited a vulnerability that is commonly associated with TLS1.3.B.    The application server is also running a

web server that has been compromised.C.    The attacker is picking off unencrypted credentials and using those to log in to the

secure server.D.    User accounts have been improperly configured to allow single sign-on across multiple servers.Answer:

CQUESTION 901Which of the following algorithms would be used to provide non-repudiation of a file transmission?A.    AESB.   

RSAC.    MD5D.    SHAAnswer: BQUESTION 902Which of the following ready resources is a cold site MOST likely to have?A.   

ServersB.    WorkstationsC.    Internet Access.D.    ElectricityAnswer: AQUESTION 903An organization is considering utilizing a

third-party web-hosting service for a human resources application. The organization's Chief Information Officer (CIO) is concerned

the web-hosting service may not have a sufficient level of security. The sales representative for the web-hosting service suggests that

the CIO use banner grabbing to test the security levels of an existing website hosted by the company (www.example.com). Which of

the following commands should the CIO use? (Select TWO).A.    ncB.    telnetC.    ifconfigD.    tracertE.    netstatF.   

nslookupAnswer: ABQUESTION 904A user receives a security alert pop-up from the host-based IDS, and a few minutes later

notices a document on the desktop has disappeared and in its place is an odd filename with no icon image. When clicking on this

icon, the user receives a system notification that it cannot find the correct program to use to open this file. Which of the following

types of malware has MOST likely targeted this workstation?A.    RootkitB.    SpywareC.    RansomwareD.    Remote-access

trojanAnswer: CQUESTION 905After a systems administrator installed and configured Kerberos services, several users experienced

authentication issues. Which of the following should be installed to resolve these issues?A.    RADIUS serverB.    NTLM serviceC.  

 LDAP serviceD.    NTP serverAnswer: CQUESTION 906A mobile application developer wants to secure an application that

transmits sensitive information. Which of the following should the developer implement to prevent SSL MITM attacks?A.   

StaplingB.    ChainingC.    SigningD.    PinningAnswer: DQUESTION 907After successfully breaking into several networks and

infecting multiple machines with malware. hackers contact the network owners. demanding payment to remove the infection and

decrypt files. The hackers threaten to publicly release information about the breach if they are not paid. Which of the following
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BEST describes these attackers?A.    Gray hat hackersB.    Organized crimeC.    InsidersD.    HacktivistsAnswer: CQUESTION 908

A security professional wants to test a piece of malware that was isolated on a user's computer to document its effect on a system.

Which of the following is the FIRST step the security professional should take?A.    Create a sandbox on the machine.B.    Open the

file and run it.C.    Create a secure baseline of the system state.D.    Hardon the machineAnswer: CQUESTION 909A company has a

team of penetration testers, This team has located a file on the company file server that they believe contains clear text usernames **

by a hash. Which of the following tools should the penetration testers use to learn more about the content of this file?A.   

Exploitation frameworkB.    Vulnerability scannerC.    NetcatD.    Password crackerAnswer: CQUESTION 910A security engineer

is looking to purchase a fingerprint scanner to improve the security of a datacenter. Which of the following scanner characteristics is

the MOST critical to successful implementation?A.    Low false rejection rateB.    High false rejection rateC.    High false
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